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Abstract. The increasing volume of data stored as XML documents makes fragmentation techniques an alternative to the performance issues in query processing. Fragmented databases are feasible only if there is a transparent way to query the distributed database. Fragments allow for intra-query parallel processing and data reduction. This paper presents our methodology for XQuery query processing over distributed XML databases. The methodology comprises the steps of query decomposition, data localization, and global optimization. This methodology can be used in an XML database or in a system that publishes homogeneous views of semi-autonomous databases. An implementation has been done and experimental results can achieve performance improvements of up to 95\% when compared to the centralized environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing volume of stored XML data poses new challenges to efficient query processing. Queries on centralized databases may take a very long time to be processed, since large amounts of data need to be accessed. In most of the cases, indexes or even fine tuning are not enough to increase query performance.

In relational [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999] and object-oriented databases [ Baião et al. 2004], fragmentation techniques have been successfully used to increase query performance. By fragmenting and distributing the data, queries can be sent to specific fragments, avoiding a complete scan over large portions of irrelevant data. Additionally intra-query parallelism can be achieved. The same ideas can be applied to XML. In fact, several systems have been proposed to process queries over distributed XML data [Suciu 2002; Aguilera et al. 2002; Re et al. 2004; Ives et al. 2002; Gertz and Bremer 2003; Kurita et al. 2007]. Some others focus on XML query processing over heterogeneous distributed systems [Gardarin et al. 2002; Baru et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2002; Kling et al. 2009]. In fact, most of the existing work on query processing focus on XML documents that have been distributed, but not fragmented [Gardarin et al. 2002; Baru et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2002; Abiteboul et al. 2008; Ferraz et al. 2010]. Only [Kling et al. 2009] deals with XML data fragmentation. However, their work does not provide a query processing methodology.

Defining data fragments is not enough. An efficient distributed query processing needs a query methodology that automatically translates a centralized query into an efficient distributed query execution plan. Thus, to be able to define a generic and automatic approach to process distributed XML queries, we need: fragmentation techniques to partition XML documents, fragmentation correctness
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rules, which are needed for query rewriting, and the corresponding formalism. When fragments and queries are represented in an algebraic form, the properties of the algebra can be used to replace references to the centralized database by references to its fragments in a given query. This can be achieved as long as both the fragments and the query are expressed in this same algebra. Also, a set of equivalence rules for the operations in the algebra needs to be provided. The algebraic properties allow us to formally prove that this query rewriting is correct. In this paper, we adopt the fragmentation technique of Andrade et al. [Andrade et al. 2006]. The choice of [Andrade et al. 2006] has several reasons. First, it provides correctness rules and an algebraic representation for the fragments. This is important since the query processing methodology needs to generate sub-queries. To ensure this is done correctly, an algebraic query representation is an important choice. The XML algebra used by [Andrade et al. 2006] is TLC (Tree Logical Class) [Paparizos et al. 2004]. This is also interesting because TLC is a set-based XML algebra. Being set-based allows us to mirror the techniques defined for the relational model when defining the query processing methodology, since the relational algebra is set-based. TLC provides lots of operations that are close to the relational ones: selection, projection, join, duplicate elimination, among others.

Thus, to process an XQuery over a fragmented database, the first step is to rewrite it in TLC and map global collections of XML documents to their equivalent union/join of fragments. This way, the TLC query expression can be automatically rewritten to be expressed on the corresponding fragments instead of the centralized (virtual) database. However, a formal algebra is not enough. We need also to define a methodology with the steps needed to automatically generate an optimized execution plan, and a software architecture to execute this plan as distributed queries. This methodology is the main contribution of this paper. By generating plans with XQuery distributed sub-queries, they can be executed by the XQuery DBMS that manages the XML document locally. Thus, our solution is non-intrusive, i.e. it can be coupled to pre-existing XQuery engines. There is no need to change the DBMS. Local query engines are unaware of the global query processing controlled by the mediator. Our non-intrusive approach to improve query performance over large repositories can be applied not only in fragmented databases, but also in semi-autonomous databases. As an example, consider a bookstore that has several branches. Each of them may have a local (semi-autonomous) database to store local orders, among other information. However, when the company directors need to have a global view of the organization (e.g. the total amount of sales per region in a given month), they must send individual queries to each of the databases, and then collect the results. However, when real time results are needed, this may not be the best alternative. The solution we propose to this problem is to look at these local databases as horizontal fragments of a global company database. In this way, our approach could be used to process a query over the global (virtual) database and to distribute the query among each local branch library database. This would be completely transparent to the company directors, and real time results would be possible. From now on, we call this global (virtual) database a global view. Similarly, the local databases could be seen as local views [Abiteboul 1999].

Despite the existence of several fragmentation techniques, they lack a formal definition with the corresponding distributed query methodology to automatically and efficiently process distributed XML queries. To fulfill this gap, the contributions of this paper are threefold: (i) a comprehensive methodology to process queries over distributed XML databases; (ii) an architecture that implements the proposed approach in a non-intrusive way; (iii) an abstraction to perceive semi-autonomous databases as part of a single (virtual) distributed database.

It is important to note that there are several challenges when we consider distributed query processing XML data instead of relational data. The lack of a standard XML algebra, together with the lack of a standard definition for XML fragments makes an SGBD internal implementation not possible. Also, the TLC algebra operations, despite similar to the relational ones, are not equal, so adaptations

---

1 Notice that TLC is unordered, and thus not all queries can be rewritten to TLC. In our approach, we deal only with the subset of queries that can be rewritten by TLC.
need to be performed. In this paper, we address all of these challenges.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of distributed query processing and existing work on this area. The methodology we propose to process distributed queries is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows some details of the implementation of our methodology to process distributed queries. Section 5 contains an experimental evaluation. Finally, we conclude on Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND

Query processing over distributed and fragmented databases presents several challenges. In a distributed environment, the DDBMS (Distributed DBMS) needs to know where each node is located, as well as parameters such as communication costs and current load of each node, to be used by the query optimizer. Fragmentation further adds complexity related to reducing the query plan so it can be executed only in nodes that have data that can contribute to results. In [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999], we can find a very good reference about distributed databases, and also a methodology for distributed query processing in relational databases. The general ideas of this methodology can be applied to other data models [Baião et al. 2004]. More advanced topics on distributed query processing, such as optimization and execution techniques, caching, architectures, etc., can be found in [Kossmann 2000].

An XML repository is a collection of XML documents (a set of data trees). An XML fragment is also a collection of XML documents. A collection may have a single document (SD), or multiple documents (MD). However, defining a fragment as a collection is not enough. To work with distributed XML queries, we need a formal definition of XML database fragmentation. This definition must allow us to reconstruct the global collection from its fragments (by using reconstruction rules). These rules are needed to map the query on global collections to their fragments.

Several fragmentation techniques for XML repositories have been proposed in literature [Andrade et al. 2006; Ma and Schewe 2003; Bremer and Gertz 2003; Gertz and Bremer 2003]. We have adopted Andrade et al. proposal [Andrade et al. 2006], where horizontal, vertical and hybrid fragmentation are formally defined through TLC [Paparizos et al. 2004] algebra operations. When using TLC to decompose XQuery into TLC algebraic expressions, we can uniformly replace collections by the TLC expressions that represent the corresponding fragments. Besides the formal aspect of integrating algebraic expressions, the definitions of Andrade et al. can be applied to both SD and MD repositories [Yao et al. 2004]. Another interesting aspect of this work is that the fragmentation definitions are very similar to the ones proposed to the relational model [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999]. They also present correctness rules for each fragmentation type. Thus, adapting successful relational techniques to the XML model becomes an attractive and promising option, which we decided to explore.

3. A METHODOLOGY FOR DISTRIBUTED XML QUERY PROCESSING

This section presents our methodology to process XQuery queries over distributed XML databases. It assumes that global XML collections are fragmented and distributed across the network. The methodology involves the decomposition of the main query into sub-queries that will be executed in the remote sites containing fragments of the global collections. Our methodology is an adaptation of the four generic layers proposed by [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999] illustrated in Fig. 1.

Given an XQuery, we first analyze it and transform it into an algebraic query in TLC. This is done by the query decomposition layer. Then, the query tree is further analyzed to replace references of the global collection by its corresponding fragments (localization layer). The localization layer also reduces the query tree by removing irrelevant fragments (that is, fragments that do not contribute to the query result). Next global optimization is performed. At this point, sub-queries are generated and sent to the local sites. Each site performs local optimizations and executes the sub-query. Results are sent back to the central node, consolidated, and finally sent back to the user.
3.1 Query decomposition

The job of the first layer consists in translating the XQuery query into a TLC algebraic expression over the global collections. In this layer, we use the catalog of global collections to validate the collections referenced in the query. Information about data distribution is not used in this phase. This layer is very similar to XQuery processing in centralized environments. It has four main steps: syntactic validation; semantic validation; query simplification; and query translation to an algebraic tree.

The final product of the query decomposition layer is the algebraic tree of the query over the global collections. To do this, we use an algorithm that syntactically analyzes the query and generates the algebraic expressions, the pattern trees and the TLC logical classes based on the algorithm in [Paparizos et al. 2004]. Notice that this algorithm is publicly available as implemented in Timber [Wu et al. 2008] to translate XQuery to TLC. An example is shown in Fig. 2, which shows an XQuery and its corresponding representation on TLC. The query retrieves the id, ship date and total of orders with total greater than 10000 from a collection of orders extracted from [Yao et al. 2004]. Notice that the operations on the tree are processed bottom-up. Select and Construct operations have APTs as parameters. The APTs are graphically represented as a tree, and each node in the tree have an associated LCL (Logical Class Label [Paparizos et al. 2004] – the number in parentheses). In the bottom node, for instance, the logical class order has LCL 4. This LCL is used in the second Select operation, which receives a new LCL (16).

As for the query translation itself, the first thing that is done is the selection of orders that has total > 10000 (steps 1 and 2 in the figure). Then, the elements that are involved in the "order by
clause" and construct operations are selected (step 3). The order by operation is performed (step 4), and the final result is constructed through a construct operation.

3.2 Data localization

The data localization layer receives as input the TLC query tree over global collections and has two main steps. The first consists in replacing the global collections on the algebraic query tree by the corresponding algebraic expression over the fragments that reconstructs the global collection. The second step tries to reduce the query tree by eliminating fragments that do not contribute to the query result. This reduction is based on the selection and projection predicates of the original query, in a similar way of what is done in [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999]. This layer is the main responsible for achieving benefits in query performance, since a query may have a better performance when irrelevant fragments are discarded (by reducing the queried data volume). To replace references to global collections in the algebraic query, we need to know the fragments and their predicates: selection, in the case of horizontal fragments; projection, in the case of vertical fragments; or both, in the case of hybrid fragments. This information is stored in the catalog of the distributed database.

When fragments follow the correctness rules of [Andrade et al. 2006], we can use the reconstruction property to guarantee that there will be a TLC expression that is capable of reconstructing the global collection from its fragments. This allows for transparent and correct replacement of the global collection. This expression will be defined according to the fragmentation type: union for horizontal fragments; join for vertical fragments (and both for hybrid fragments). In the next sections we present localization rules for the different types of fragmentation.

3.2.1 Horizontal fragmentation. Horizontal Fragmentation implies, by definition, that all fragments of the global collection are defined only by selection predicates. In this way, the reconstruction can be made through the TLC union operation over these fragments [Andrade et al. 2006]. Let $GC$ be a global collection and $HF_1, HF_2, ..., HF_n$ its horizontal fragments. According to [Andrade et al. 2006], $GC = HF_1 \cup HF_2 \cup ... \cup HF_n$, where $\cup$ denotes the union of two trees, resulting in a set of trees. Note that in this section we use the syntax of [Andrade et al. 2006] instead of that of [Paparizos et al. 2004]. A mapping between these two syntaxes is given in [Andrade et al. 2005].

Fig. 3 shows an example of localization of a TLC selection operation over a global collection composed by three horizontal fragments. Notice that the reference to the global collection (Corders_c2) was replaced by unions of its horizontal fragments Corders_c2_fh1, Corders_c2_fh2 and Corders_c2_fh3. These fragments are defined over the total element, such as Corders_c2_fh1 has orders with total $\leq$ 4000, Corders_c2_fh2 has orders with total among 4001 and 7999, and Corders_c2_fh3 has orders with total $>8000$.

After this we can move to the next step: reducing the query tree by eliminating irrelevant fragments. In the case of horizontal fragments, the reduction consists in an analysis of the global selection operation (that is now being applied to the fragments) to identify the ones that contradict the selection predicates of the fragments definition. These fragments can be eliminated from the query tree. Formally, the elimination of fragments can be stated as follows (adapted from [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999]).

Let $GC$ be a global collection and $H = \{HF_1, HF_2, ..., HF_n\}$ the set of its horizontal fragments. Let $p_i$ be the selection predicate over $GC$ that defines fragment $HF_i$, such that $HF_i = \sigma_{p_i}(GC)$, where $\sigma$ denotes a selection. Let $p_q$ be the selection predicate of a query $q$ over the global collection $GC$ mapped to $HF_1 \cup HF_2 \cup ... \cup HF_n$. Let $A$ be the algebraic tree representing query $q$ over $GC$.

**Proposition 3.1.** A fragment $HF_i$ can be eliminated from $A$ if $\sigma_{p_q}(HF_i) = \emptyset$. This selection is empty if $\forall s \in GC$: $\neg(p_q(s) \land p_i(s))$, where $p(s)$ is TRUE if the sub-tree $s$ satisfies the predicate $p$, and FALSE otherwise.

**Proof Sketch.** By decomposing $\neg(p_q(s) \land p_i(s))$, we have $\neg p_q(s) \lor \neg p_i(s)$. By definition of...
Horizontal Fragments, when $s \notin HF_i$, $p_i(s)$ is False. Then, $\neg p_i(s)$ is True and consequently, $\neg(p_q(s) \land p_i(s))$ is True. In this case, by definition, fragment $HF_i$ is empty, and thus can not contribute to the query answer. For the case when $s \in HF_i$, we have $p_i(s)$ True, and consequently $\neg p_i(s)$ is False. Thus, the only way for $\neg p_q(s) \lor \neg p_i(s)$ is when $\neg p_q(s)$ is True. Thus, $p_q(s)$ must not hold, and the fragment can be discarded.

Fig. 4 shows the result of the reduction step of a query over a collection that is horizontally fragmented. The three fragments are formed by a selection criterion over an attribute of the collection that is being queried. Since the query uses this same attribute, we can verify the compatibility among the query selection criteria and the fragments selection criteria, and then eliminate fragments that produce empty answer sets, according to Proposition 3.1. In the example, the query criterion is $total > 10000$. Clearly, fragments Corders_c2_fh1 and Corders_c2_fh2 can be eliminated, since they comprise documents with $total \leq 4000$ and among 4001 and 7999, respectively. Thus, they cannot contribute to the result of the query. However, to do this automatically both the query predicate and the fragmentation definition predicate must be formally expressed under the same formalism. Then first order predicate calculus can be applied to perform the reductions. Other reductions due to join relationships can also be applied in the same way as in the relational algebra.

The reduction of a selection operation over a fragment in an algebraic plan of a horizontally fragmented database also implies the removal of the parent union operation, which should be replaced by its sibling (if any). Formally, when fragment $C$ can be removed from $A \cup (B \cup C)$, the resulting
expression is $A \cup B$. This procedure is applied in all remove operations, thus resulting in a reduced query plan.

3.2.2 Vertical fragmentation. In vertical fragmentation, fragments have only projection operations. In this case, the reconstruction of the global collection can be done by joining the fragments [Andrade et al. 2006]. Let $GC$ be a global collection, and $VF_1, VF_2, ..., VF_n$ its vertical fragments. According to [Andrade et al. 2006], $GC = VF_1 \bowtie VF_2 \bowtie ... \bowtie VF_n$, where $\bowtie$ denotes join of two trees. Note that $\bowtie$ is the join operation of TLC [Paparizos et al. 2004].

Vertical fragmentation requires additional work in the localization layer. Since vertical fragments do not have all elements of the global collection (they are distributed over the fragments), it is necessary to prune the APTs of the selection operations applied to fragments in order to eliminate elements that do not belong to the vertical fragment. This procedure is not necessary in cases of horizontal fragmentation, since the schemas of horizontal fragments are homogeneous. After replacing references to the global collection by a join of its vertical fragments, we need also to reduce irrelevant fragments of the query plan. In the case of vertical fragmentation, this process consists on analyzing the sub-trees of the algebraic query tree. When we use vertical fragmentation we need to check all the algebraic operations (not only selections as in horizontal fragmentation). In case a subtree of the node representing a vertical fragment in the algebra query tree is needed in any other operation (result construction, join, order by, etc.), then this fragment cannot be discarded. It can be removed otherwise. This procedure is stated as follows. Let $GC$ be a global collection and $H = \{VF_1, VF_2, ..., VF_n\}$ the set of its vertical fragments. Let $A = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_m\}$ be the set of all possible subtrees in $GC$. By definition, each vertical fragment $VF_i$ contains a projection ($\pi$) such that $VF_i = \pi_{A'_i}(GC)$, where $A' \subseteq A$. Let $Q$ be an algebraic tree that represents a query $q$ over $GC$, and $Q'$ the result produced by the localization layer on $Q$. Let $P$ be the set of sub-trees ($P \subseteq A$) used by operations in $Q'$.

**Proposition 3.2.** A fragment $VF_i$ can be eliminated from $Q'$, if $Q'$ does not use as an operand any sub-tree contained in $A'$, such that $\pi_P(VF_i) = \emptyset$. This projection is empty if the set of sub-trees $P$ has no sub-tree in $A'$.

**Proof Sketch.** By definition, $VF_i = \pi_{A'_i}(GC)$. Thus, when $\pi_P(VF_i) = \emptyset$, then $P \cap A' = \emptyset$. Consequently, $VF_i$ does not contribute to answering $q$ and can be eliminated from $Q'$.

3.2.3 Hybrid fragmentation. Hybrid fragmentation is characterized by fragments composed of selection and/or projection operations. It must contain at least one fragment defined using both operations (selection and projection).

The reconstruction of the global collection in face of a hybrid fragmentation is done using union and joins applied over the fragments. The reconstruction rule of the global collection depends on how the operations are used in the fragments. A hybrid fragmentation can be reconstructed by a join applied over unions, or by a union applied over joins, depending on the type of hybrid fragmentation.

A hybrid fragmentation is of type primary horizontal when it is created by a horizontal fragmentation followed by a vertical fragmentation of these horizontal fragments. Similarly, a hybrid fragmentation is of type primary vertical when it is created by a vertical fragmentation followed by a horizontal fragmentation of these vertical fragments. Determining the type of hybrid fragmentation is essential to identify which reconstruction rule should be used. It can be determined as follows. Let $GC$ be a global collection and $YF_1, YF_2, ..., YF_n$ its hybrid fragments, ordered in the sequence in which they were created. If $YF_i$ is defined using only a selection operation, then the hybrid fragmentation is of type primary horizontal. If $YF_i$ is defined only by a projection operation, then the fragmentation is of type primary vertical. Otherwise, we must read the definitions of the sibling fragment $YF_2$. This fragment will have a selection or projection operation that is identical to the same operation in $YF_1$. If this identical operation is a selection, than the hybrid fragmentation is of type primary horizontal, otherwise, it is primary vertical.
After we identify the type of hybrid fragmentation, we can create the reconstruction function for the global collection. The following rule shows how we can create this function for a primary vertical fragmentation. The rule for primary horizontal fragmentation can be easily obtained by adaptation.

Let $GC$ be a global collection and $YF_1, YF_2, ..., YF_n$ its primary vertical hybrid fragments. This type of fragmentation is defined initially by a vertical fragmentation. According to Section 3.2.2, the root of the global collection reconstruction function will be a join operation. If there are fragments $YF_i$ defined only by the projection operation, such fragments can be treated as vertical fragments and added to the reconstruction function by using the rules of Section 3.2.2. For each fragment $YF_j$ defined over selection and projection operations, we must find its sibling fragments, that is, fragments that have projection operations identical to the one in $YF_j$. These sibling fragments are a result of a horizontal fragmentation applied over a vertical fragment, and can be united according to Section 3.2.1. In this way, we can create the reconstruction function of a hybrid fragmentation using as basis the rules for horizontal and vertical fragmentation.

After constructing the algebraic expression using the reconstruction rules, we can apply the same principles that are applied to horizontal and vertical fragmentation for reducing irrelevant hybrid fragments. In this way, the reduction of a hybrid fragment can occur due to selection and or projection predicates criteria.

### 3.3 Global optimization

The global optimization layer is responsible for generating an algebraic plan of minimal cost by creating equivalent variations of the algebraic plan obtained in the Localization layer. These variations are generated by algebraic transformations. The minimal cost plan is obtained by using a cost function to choose the best among the alternative plans. The search for the optimal plan can be very expensive to the query processing, which in the end reduces the gains obtained by the optimizations of the algebraic plan. Thus, this layer should also use algebraic optimization heuristics and techniques for minimization of cost functions that have the lowest possible processing cost. This layer is out of the scope of this paper, thus we briefly overview it.

The task of globally optimizing a distributed query starts by generating query plans that are equivalent to the reduced query plan. This can be done by changing the order of the operations in the plan; replacing the localization of fragments (when there are replicas of fragments in different nodes of the system); etc. For each equivalent plan produced in this step, we calculate the estimated cost by using a cost function. The plan with lowest cost is chosen to execute the distributed query. This cost function should use and estimate parameters to calculate the cost of each plan operation, so it can obtain the total cost of the plan. Among the parameters, we mention the data volume processed by the operation, the cost to data transfer in the network, volume estimations and histograms of the database, estimation of data volume returned by a given operation, etc.

### 3.4 Local optimization

Local optimization is performed by the DBMS that stores the XML fragments in each of the remote nodes. Any database capable of processing XQuery queries can be used, since the sub-queries are generated in XQuery. Details about XQuery local optimization in native XML DBMS are out of the scope of this work. Details about query processing in native XML databases can be found in [Meier 2003; Fiebig et al. 2002].

### 4. AN ARCHITECTURE TO OUR METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the technical feasibility of the methodology proposed in Section 3, and to evaluate the performance of query processing in a distributed environment, we propose an architecture as shown...
in Fig. 5(a). To compose a global view and also to serve as a unique access point to the system, we use a mediator [Wiederhold 1992]. The mediator is responsible for processing distributed XML queries, thus making localization and fragmentation issues completely transparent to users. Queries submitted over the global view are decomposed in sub-queries that are executed over the fragments in the remote sites. The results of each sub-query return to the mediator where the final result is built. Our prototype implementation [Figueiredo et al. 2007b] was completely based on the architecture presented in Fig. 5(a). Its main components are explained in the next sections.

4.1 Mediator

The Mediator is the main component of the architecture, since it is responsible for processing the distributed query. It is also responsible for the decomposition and localization layers of our methodology. The architecture we propose for the Mediator follows the basic query processing architecture presented in [Kossmann 2000], shown in Fig. 5(b). This architecture has several modules. Each of them is responsible for a step of the distributed query processing, as we describe below.

Parser. The parser is responsible for syntactically validating the XQuery query submitted by the user. To implement the parser, we have used the JavaCC with JJTree libraries. These libraries automatically construct a parser using as input the grammar of the language that will be accepted by the parser. Besides performing syntactical validation, the parser transforms a textual query into an internal representation that will be used in the next processing step.

TLC Converter. This module transforms a XQuery query into an equivalent TLC algebraic representation. It implements the XQuery/TCL conversion algorithm proposed in [Jagadish et al. 2001].

Locator/Reducer. This module is responsible for the data localization layer of our methodology. In practice, since we use first order predicates, our implementation mirrors the relational reduction algorithm proposed by [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999]. The Locator uses Catalog data to locate global collections.

Global Optimizer. The global optimizer is responsible for the global optimization layer of our methodology. In our prototype implementation, we developed an optimizer that produces a set of equivalent algebraic plans from replicas of fragments existing in the distributed environment to find (by using a cost function) the lowest cost plan. Other approaches and heuristics could have been used to optimize the global query plan, as mentioned in Section 3.3.

Cost Function. This is the module responsible for calculating the cost of a given algebraic plan. To do so, it uses statistical data of each fragment, selectivity parameters, disk read weight, communication weight, etc. In the prototype implementation, our cost function uses only communication weight and
an estimation of the total number of nodes of a fragment. The cost is calculated bottom-up. We perform an estimation of the data volume that will be processed by each operation in the plan, and also the data volume that will be transferred between the operations. Operations that are executed in the same node have no communication cost, but on the other hand, cannot be executed in parallel, which could compensate the communication costs in some cases.

Sub-query generator. This module generates the sub-queries of the optimized algebraic plan. The XQuery sub-queries are generated using the inverse XQuery/TLC algorithm used in the TLC Converter, thus generating XQuery from TLC expressions.

Adapter Proxy. The Adapter proxy allows the communication between the Mediator and the Adapters. This is done by using protocols for Web Service calls. The proxy allows us to define the address of the Adaptor, making the communication process transparent to the rest of the Mediator.

Results Consolidator. This module generates the final result of a query. In our implementation, the final result composition is done through the execution of a local XQuery query over the results sent by the Adapters, as shown in Figure 6. We use the Saxon XQuery processor\(^2\) to execute the query in memory, without having to store the results sent by the Adapters (this would slow down the query execution). This was done to simplify the implementation of the prototype. Another alternative would be the Mediator to physically execute the algebraic operations of result composition. In this way, it could use streaming processing techniques, which would certainly improve the performance of queries over large volumes of data. When there is only one sub-query, there is no need for result composition – the final result will be the result of this sub-query.

Note that the remote sub-queries on Figure 6 use the VIEW expression to refer to a fragment. This sub-query will be processed by an Adaptor in the remote database, where this VIEW expression will be replaced by the correct XQuery syntax that represents the local address of the document or collection queried. Another detail in this example is the execution of the "order by" operation only in the Mediator (not on the remote sub-queries). Since we use the Saxon API to execute the results consolidation sub-query in the Mediator, we have no control over the algorithm that is used in the union operation performed over the fragments. If we were executing our methodology in a native XML database, for instance, we could execute the ordering operation in the remote sub-queries and make the Mediator to unite the fragments using a merge algorithm, thus taking advantage of the pre-order of the results.

4.2 Catalog

The Catalog stores all information needed to process a distributed query. In particular, it serves the layers of data localization by providing the name and schema of global views, the fragments that compose the global view, the definition of each fragment, the address of each remote Adapter that has

---

\(^{2}\)Saxon is a Java library to process XQuery queries over documents stored in the file system or in main memory.
Table I. Definition of the experimental scenarios 0, 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>CLoja</td>
<td>CLoja_c0</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.71 MB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COOrders</td>
<td>COOrders_c0</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>10.1 MB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CLoja</td>
<td>CLoja_c1</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.71 MB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COOrders</td>
<td>COOrders_c1</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>10.1 MB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CLoja</td>
<td>CLoja_c2_fv1 := { } \times \text{Itens Loja} \times \text{Loja} \times \Pi C \times / / , / , /, /</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4 KB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLoja_c2_fv2 := { } \times \text{Itens Loja} \times \text{Loja} \times \Pi C \times / / , / ,/</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.71 MB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table II. Definition of the experimental scenario 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Base</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy1 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4 KB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy2 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1 MB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy3 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>284 KB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy4 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>97 KB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy5 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>727 KB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy6 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>907 KB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy7 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>477 KB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy8 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>896 KB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLoja_c3_fy9 := {Loja}</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>648 KB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh1 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.36 MB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh2 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.86 MB</td>
<td>Node 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh3 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.87 MB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh4 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.83 MB</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh5 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.87 MB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COrders_c3_fh6 := {Orders}</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1.29 MB</td>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

execution time in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, with the average time in scenario 0. Consequently, the average time in scenario 0 is always equal to 1 in our graphs.

Our first performance evaluation presented bad results that were caused by the communication overhead of Axis Web Services (we have used version 1.3). Web services require packing and unpacking data, and this had a big impact in the performance of the queries. In fact, when comparing the Web Services communication times with the eXist RPC API, we concluded that Web Services are up to 38 times slower. Our implementation, however, uses Web Services due to interoperability issues. Our next focus is on improving the performance of the prototype by using RPC. Thus, in this paper, we show the results without the packing and unpacking Web Services cost, but keeping the communication costs among sites. A more detailed discussion is available at [Figueiredo et al. 2007a].

Fig. 7 shows a performance comparison of queries over a vertically/hybrid fragmented SD collection (CLoja, which is described as CStore in [Andrade et al. 2006]), while Fig. 8 shows the results for queries over a horizontally fragmented MD collection (COrders, from [Yao et al. 2004]). The query names in both Figures follow a convention that aims at making the results interpretation easier. Each
query has its name composed as follows: Collection_Benefit_cSeqNum.xq, where:

— Collection is the name of the collection (CLoja or COrders);
— Benefit is one of the following indicators: bns - no benefit from fragmentation; bnc - no benefit from fragmentation, with the additional complexity of result aggregation; bps - partial benefit from fragmentation; bpc - partial benefit from fragmentation, with the additional complexity of result aggregation; bts - total benefit from fragmentation; btc - total benefit from fragmentation, with the additional complexity of result aggregation.
— SeqNum is the number that identifies the query.

For the queries executed over the SD collection (Fig. 7), there were practically no performance gains in the scenarios with fragmentation. Even for those queries that would benefit from fragmentation (those that query a single fragment), the execution time introduced by the distributed architecture such as communication times between nodes and compilation time in the Mediator were significant when compared to the total query time in the centralized environment (scenario 0). Because of this, their performance was inferior in the distributed environment in most of the cases.

Some queries over the MD collection (Fig. 8) presented gains in the distributed environment. Some achieved reductions in the order of 95% when compared to the execution time in a centralized environment. The major gains were observed in queries that totally benefit from fragmentation and uses aggregation (COrders_btc_c14 and COrders_btc_c16). Queries with fragmentation benefit, but no aggregation obtained gains between 10 and 40%. For queries that benefit from the fragmentation, Scenario 3 achieved the best results. The average reduction in the execution time in Scenario 3 was 62% when compared with the centralized environment.

When we compare the results obtained by the SD and MD collections, we can easily see that the fragmentation of the MD collection COrders presented better results. The (centralized) query processing over eXist in the SD collection was more efficient than over the MD collection. This explains the better results of the fragmentation of the MD collection. In an MD collection, the database has to parse all documents to process a query, and this increases the query execution time. For this reason, an SD collection with hybrid fragments will also have performance gains in the distributed environment.

6. RELATED WORK

The hierarchical and semi-structured nature of XML poses some difficulties in dealing with distributed queries. Some work in literature [Suciu 2002; Re et al. 2004; Kling et al. 2009] deals with query pro-
cessing over distributed XML data. Other works are based on integration of heterogeneous distributed databases using XML as a common standard between the heterogeneous data sources, and a mediator [Gardarin et al. 2002; Baru et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2002]. Such works do not deal with fragmented databases.

Gertz and Brenner [Gertz and Bremer 2003] present a solution to query processing. However, their solution is based on join algorithms that need to be implemented in the XML repositories. Additionally, they do not present a methodology for query processing. Their algorithms focus on using their index structures to efficiently process distributed queries. Our approach is more generic in the sense that it uses an algebraic representation for both fragment definition and query decomposition, and reduces the query plan by eliminating irrelevant fragments. In addition we present a non intrusive architecture design. The index structures of [Gertz and Bremer 2003] could be used, complementarily, to improve the performance in our approach.

Kling, Ozsu and Daudjee [Kling et al. 2009] are also concerned with distributed query processing over homogeneous XML documents. They focus on data localization and pruning. However, they do not propose a query processing methodology, nor deal with hybrid fragmentation. The steps they comprise cover only part of the steps of our methodology. Specifically, they are able to generate the sub-queries over the fragmented database and prune irrelevant fragments out of the query plan. Optimization is not addressed. To be best of our knowledge, there is no work in literature that proposes a methodology and execution model to process queries over a distributed XML database. We also contribute by showing how it can be efficiently used on top of pre-existing native XML DBMS applications.

7. FINAL REMARKS

This paper has shown a solution to transparent query processing over distributed and fragmented native XML databases. Our goal was achieved by using the TLC algebra [Paparizos et al. 2004] to process distributed queries, as well as a definition of XML fragmentation [Andrade et al. 2006] that provides formal reconstruction rules of the original XML collection from its fragments.

Our solution builds upon traditional and successful distributed query processing techniques for relational databases [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999]. We make an analogy of the relational model with the semi-structured model so we can take advantage of relational techniques in our approach. We propose the use of a Mediator with Adapters architecture [Wiederhold 1992] for the distributed databases. The Mediator is responsible for processing the distributed query by implementing the layers: query
decomposition, data localization, global optimization, generation of sub-queries to be sent to the Adapters, and consolidation of the final result. From the fragments definitions (stored in the Catalog), we could define rules to reduce the global query to assure that only relevant fragments would be accessed. This improves the performance of distributed queries. Using TLC we could easily move from XQuery to the pattern tree and back to XQuery. This allowed us to provide a non-intrusive solution, where sub-queries can be readily executed by any XQuery DBMS.

We have implemented prototypes of the Mediator and Adapters by using the eXist native XML database [Meier 2003]. The implementation was totally based on the rules and definitions shown in this paper, with the goal of showing the efficiency of our proposal. The prototype was implemented using only Open Source components. It was developed in Java, and thus is platform independent. Our implementation is very similar to ParGRES [Mattoso et al. 2005], which follows a database cluster approach to efficiently process OLAP SQL queries in parallel. ParGRES implements a methodology to process distributed queries over a virtually partitioned database. In fact, our implementation can be adapted to work with virtual adaptive fragmentation following the dynamic principles of ParGRES.

Experiments were conducted using the three types of fragmentation: horizontal, vertical and hybrid. The correctness of our approach builds on the algebraic properties [Paparizos et al. 2004] of fragmentation definitions, and reconstruction rules from [Andrade et al. 2006]. Our experiments have shown that our solution can achieve performance improvements of up to 95% when compared to the centralized environment, and average of 62% for queries that benefit from the fragmentation. This reduction in query processing time was obtained due to the reduction of irrelevant fragments done by the Mediator, and also due to the intra-query parallelism of the distributed environment. Queries that do not benefit from fragmentation presented inferior processing time when compared to the centralized environment, up to 10 times slower in our experiments, because of the additional processing in the Mediator to process the intermediate results. The experiments have also shown that using Web Services in the interface of the components of our architecture compromised the query performance due to the time spent with packing and unpacking. On the other hand, using Web Services allows more interoperability between the architecture components. In this way, nodes can be heterogeneous, as in the example of integration of semi-autonomous databases of a bookstore branches.

Our experiments also show that the distributed design of an XML database needs to be carefully planned. It can highly improve the performance of queries that benefit from fragmentation, but it also can significantly reduce the performance of queries that do not benefit from fragmentation. The more fragmented a base is, the more severe these behaviors will be. Replicating some collections without fragmentation can be part of the design. We intend to use these results to build a methodology to design distributed XML databases, similar to the existing ones for OO [Baiao et al. 2004] and relational [Ozsu and Valduriez 1999] models.

Additionally, indexing approaches [Gertz and Bremer 2003] could be used to further improve performance of queries in our approach. Performance improvements are our next step.
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